ACADEMIC COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP 2019-20

**HUMANITIES**
* Gabara, Esther
* Ginsburg, Shai
* Reilly, Catherine
* Szabo, Victoria
# Andrews, Edna
# Baran, Dominika
# Ching, Leo
# Hardt, Michael
# Lieber, Laura
+ Dainotto, Roberto
  Gellen, Kata, Alt

**SOCIAL SCIENCES**
* Baker, Lee
* Deutsch, Sally
* Malone, David
* Rosenberg, Alex
# Keister, Lisa
# Neal, Mark Anthony
# Wilson, Ara
  Peck, Gunther
  Royal, Charmaine

**NATURAL SCIENCES**
* Arce, Ayana
* Bryant, Robert
* Mukherjee, Sayan
* Socolar, Joshua
# Barbeau, Phillip
# Bernhardt, Emily
# Broverman, Sherryl
# Tung, Jenny
+ Haravifard, Sara
  Bejsovec, Amy

**DIVINITY SCHOOL**
* Bretherton, Luke
* Pak, Sujin
# Beeley, Christopher
# Davis, Ellen
# Lian, Xi
  Neal, Jerusha

**PRATT SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING**
* Grill, Warren
* Gunsch, Claudia
* Stiff-Roberts, Adrienne
* Zauscher, Stefan
# Collier, Joel
# Henriquez, Craig
# Jokerst, Nan
# Li, Hai “Helen”
# Randles, Amanda
  Barros, Ana
  Payne, Christine, Alt

**FUQUA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**
* Cieslak, Anna
* Harvey, Campbell
* Larrick, Richard
* Marx, Leslie
* Soll, Jack
# Chatterji, Aaron
# Fitzsimons, Graine
# McDevitt, Ryan
# Schipper, Katherine
# Swinney, Robert
  Chartrand, Tanya

**SOCIAL SCIENCES**
* Baker, Lee
* Deutsch, Sally
* Malone, David
* Rosenberg, Alex
# Keister, Lisa
# Neal, Mark Anthony
# Wilson, Ara
  Peck, Gunther
  Royal, Charmaine

**NICHOLAS SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT**
* Baker, Paul
# Albright, Elizabeth
# Meyer, Joel
# Patino-Echeverri, Dalia
# Shindell, Drew
+ Murray, Grant
+ Wernegreen, Jennifer
  Kasibhatla, Prasad

**BASIC SCIENCES-MEDICINE**
* Hauser, Elizabeth
* Sullivan, Beth
* Wood, Kris
# Hammer, Gianna
# Luftig, Micah
# Reddy, Timothy
# West, Anne
+ Al-Hashimi, Hashim
+ Jinks-Robertson, Sue
  Gordan, Raluca

**SCHOOL OF LAW**
* Beale, Sara
* Charles, Guy-Urriel
* Zelenak, Larry
# Jones, Trina
# Levy, Marin
# Longest, Ryke
# Schmalbeck, Richard
  Metzloff, Tom, Alt

**SCHOOL OF NURSING**
* Andolsek, Kathryn
* Brady, Carla
* Drucker, Robert
* Larrier, Nicole
# Attarian, David
# Saullo, Jennifer
# Thacker, Julie
# Tong, Betty
# Wiener, John
+ McCall, Shannon
  Grotegut, Chad, Alt

**SCHOOL OF NURSING**
* Beale, Sara
* Charles, Guy-Urriel
* Zelenak, Larry
# Jones, Trina
# Levy, Marin
# Longest, Ryke
# Schmalbeck, Richard
  Metzloff, Tom, Alt

**CLINICAL SCIENCES-MEDICINE**
* Andolsek, Kathryn
* Brady, Carla
* Drucker, Robert
* Larrier, Nicole
# Attarian, David
# Saullo, Jennifer
# Thacker, Julie
# Tong, Betty
# Wiener, John
+ McCall, Shannon
  Grotegut, Chad, Alt

**EX OFFICIO MEMBERS**
Kerry Haynie, Chair, 2019-21
Sally Kornbluth, Provost
Vince Price, President